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BBC 2000 D ROUTER AND E1/T1/J1 MULTIPLEXER –
EXPANABLE UP TO 5120 x 5120 AUDIO CHANNELS

BC 2000 D AUDIO AND DATA MULTIPLEXER

Handles analog audio channels at line or mic level, AES 3 and
SPDIF digital channels, and AES 10 MADI digital multi-channels.
Routes them along with data channels via E1/T1/J1 communi-
cations links.

The BC 2000 D router is an integrated digital audio platform
which routes, mixes, processes, and distributes audio. The system
not only moves audio between stations, but also routes it within
each station to where it is needed. 

The configuration, control, monitoring, listening, and intercom
functionality is all handled by computer via IP.

Applications for the BC 2000 D include: studio-transmitter links
(STL), station’s broadcast networks having multiple production
centers and simultaneous broadcast, as well as links between the
venues of major sporting events and the studio.

BC 2000 D HSCS CONCENTRATOR 

A high capacity digital audio matrix, expandable up to
5120 x 5120 audio channels.  Connectivity is via five bi-direc-
tional fiber optic ports using non-blocking architecture, each ca-
pable of providing 1024 X 1024 channels.

As an integral part of BC 2000 D system, the BC 2213 module
can accommodate  connections of up to 1024 channels.

Two BC 2213 modules can be used to interconnect two
BC 2000 D frames - each equipped with up to 16 MADI circuits,
bringing together a total of 2048 x 2048 circuits.

With five BC 2213 modules, each connected to a 1024 x 1024
channel BC 2000 D Router sub-system, AEQ’s HSCS matrix
concentrator enables users to develop systems of up to
5120 x 5120 channels.
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NEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTS

AEQ DELIVERS NEW AUDIO AND COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT FOR STUDIOS IN THE RADIO AND

TELEVISION BROADCAST MARKETS

NEW AEQ PAW 120
DIGITAL HAND HELD
RECORDER,
NOW WITH 2 GB

Impressive features:
Internal speaker, uses
standard AA batteries,
records linear audio,
use as an external drive
with Windows, internal
microphone, optional stereo
microphone, and an XLR
adapter for use with other mi-
crophones.

PHOENIX MOBILE AUDIO CODEC
Ethernet port for connectivity and broadcast over IP networks

USB port for broadcast via GSM and 3G telephones

Houses two optional PSTN (POTS) or ISDN (RDSI) communica-
tions modules

Dual channels for program and coordination (or backup), with returns

Fully configurable digital mixer (cross-points and summing).  Ana-
log microphone and line inputs

Phantom Feed.  Dynamic processing of inputs (DLP)

Designed for field work – use with shoulder strap or rest on a
table top. Optional Li-Ion battery.  Tough ABS case, protective
cover, and carrying pouch. 

Compatible with most other manufacturer’s codecs via IP and
ISDN (RDSI)

Supports SIP, and the most widely used encoding algorithms. Fully
compatible with N/ACIP EBU Tech3326.

Advantages with IP: Adaptive buffer mitigates network jitter. DHCP
automatically configures IP connection parameters.

SIP server: Simplifies operation via IP networks, and AEQ offers its
own SIP server.
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EDITORIAL

www.aeq.eu  aeqsales@aeq.es

AEQ will soon be celebrating 30 years in business. Al-

though the company has matured during this period, we

like to think of ourselves as being young at heart and en-

ergetic - continually coming up with new product ideas and

embarking on new projects.

We realize that we haven’t quite reached the company size

which enables us to provide our customers the optimum

in products and services.  That said, our goal is for contin-

ued growth, and to that end we have developed plans to

do just that.  For some time now, our modestly sized and

structurally limited premises on Rey Pastor street in

Leganés has physically inhibited our ability to grow.

This situation motivated us to acquire property at the

Legatec Science and Technology Park, and to plan, de-

velop, and begin construction on our new building.  At

press time, the new complex has been built and is cur-

rently in the outfitting phase. By the time the next issue of

this publication reaches you, it will have been inaugurated

and we will have moved in and started working there.

During the planning stage of the building, we took into ac-

count our employees, as well as our visitors and the overall

environment in which we will pursue our many activities.

Being located on the Carlos III University campus, will allow

us direct interaction with the professionals of future gener-

ations who will do their internships with us, and with

whom we will cooperate in the scientific development that

nurtures our technology.

The proximity of Madrid’s International Airport will enable

us to be very close to our customers, no matter where they

are. While today’s technology enables us to work remotely

with a high degree of effectiveness, our customers can be

assured that we are not reluctant to board a plane and go

wherever we’re needed.

The building is specifically designed to be self-sustaining.  It

will make a minimal impact on the environment, make

good use of Spain’s abundant sunlight for heating during

the winter, generating sufficient electrical power for its own

use, and even producing surplus energy and delivering it

to the power grid for others. Its design also capitalizes upon

precipitation and wind, reducing its overall carbon footprint,

and minimizes air conditioning energy usage during the

summer months. Its waste management and treatment

system will avoid polluting a world which we are destined

to leave in pristine condition for our children.

The building’s design concept is to provide a pleasant, well

equipped, human-friendly, natural, and relaxing environ-

ment where we can give the best of ourselves, and to wel-

come all manner of guests for technical, cultural, and

educational interaction.

We are moving to LEGANES Tecnológico!

 

AEQ - New Building Location 
LEGATEC Technology Park 
Calle Margarita Salas, 24 
28918 Leganés, Madrid, Spain 
 
Coordinates 
N: 40.3533 º    W: 3.7421º 
 

 
 
 

From the M-40 beltway 
headed east, take exit 27. At 
the traffic circle, take highway 
M-425 south toward Leganés.

The only access road to the Technology 
Park is from the M-425 highway. Drive 
north from Leganés to Madrid. Entrance is 
1 ¼ miles from the traffic circle featuring 
the abstract sculpture “Leap in the Dark”. 
(you will pass both exits 1A to M-45 Este 
and exit 1B to M-45 Oeste). 

Location of the new AEQ 
Building at number 24, 
Margarita Salas street, the 
fourth street to the right , 
parallel to the avenue 
leading into the Legatec 
Technology park 

Beltway around the 
Leganés North district,  
toward the “Parque 
Sur” shopping mall 

M40 

M-45 

From M-45 Sur – Oeste 
(south-west), exit 2A, Vía 
Lusitana, takes you to 
highway M-425. From the 
M-425, turn right at the first 
street to enter the 

LEGANÉS 
NORTH

MADRID 
CARABANCHEL 

 

M-40 

M-45 

Traffic circle with the 
sculpture “Leap in the Dark”. 
Turn around on highway  
M-425 to access the 
entrance to the Legatec 
Technology Park when 
driving north from Leganés 
to Madrid’s Carabanchel 
district. The main entrance 
to the town of Leganés lies 
in the opposite direction. 
 

AEQ

Technology Park Access Road 

Editorial team
AEQ Marketing Department

Telf. : (34) 91 686 1300. 

Fax: (34) 91 686 4492. 

Director: Miguel Sancho.

Writing and Editing:
Miguel Sancho, 
Gustavo Robles, 
John Hartzell

Layout and Design: Suntrap & Asociados

www.suntrap.es

Printed by: Alef de Bronce

Published by: AEQ S.A. 
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Ms. Giovanna Hurtado is the new
Administrative Coordinator at AEQ Broad-
cast International (ABI).  Giovanna brings
with her a solid education in commercial
business operations and marketing tech-
niques, as well as extensive experience in
the banking industry, international hotel
business management, and academia.
Giovanna oversees the day to day opera-
tions at ABI. Her well rounded and diverse background and su-
perior skill sets are pivotal in enhancing the quality of services
provided by ABI.

Mr. John Härtzell joins the ABI
team as Director of Business Develop-
ment  for the USA and Canada. John is
strengthening the North American markets
by implementing innovative strategies and
turnkey projects. His 36 years of experi-
ence in commercial broadcast operations,
engineering , and large scale system inte-

gration and significant contributions as a U.S. Coast Guard Offi-
cer, radio engineer at Harris Corporation, and director of
international / government sales at Burk Technologies, are a
perfect fit for ABI.

Mr. Paul Lowman joined the
ABI team in October 2004. Paul is
the Sales and Marketing Assistant at
ABI. He actively promotes the AEQ
brand, organizes the logistics for
trade-shows, and assists in the prepa-
ration and distribution of marketing
materials.  Paul has over 20 years ex-
perience in  broadcast as a Radio
Broadcast Operations Technician, News Reporter and Program
Director in St. Vincent, the Grenadines, and in Fort Lauderdale. 

Mr. Gabriel Casco joined ABI in
June 2007.  Gabriel is an Electronics
Engineer and ABI’s Technical Support
Manager. He provides customer serv-
ice, equipment repair, systems integra-
tion, parts support , installations, and
sales/trade show support.  Gabriel’s
technical expertise makes him an inte-

gral part of the ABI team. He works closely with AEQ Madrid’s
Technical Service Department to provide the best possible cus-
tomer service to all AEQ customers in the Americas. 

AEQ Broadcast
International is lead by
Mr. Santiago Perez Carmona
(pictured center-right), Man-
ager of the International Sales
Depart at AEQ in Madrid,
Spain.  Under his expert  guid-
ance, ABI intends to make sig-
nificant inroads of product  sales and pre/post services provided
to AEQ customers and dealers throughout the Americas.

AEQ´s “Team USA”
New Faces & Activities 

2008 Trade Shows & 
Conferences Attended by 

AEQ Broadcast International

BGS / SBE
Roanoke, Virginia - July

LABS
Miami, Florida - July

NAB
Las Vegas, Nevada - April

Customers at the AEQ booth

The Arena, Bravo, Phoenix. Live 20, and
PAW 120 on display at the AEQ booth

The AEQ team at NAB

John & Gabriel at the 
AEQ booth

Paul & Gabriel at the
AEQ booth

Customers at the LABS show

Reception on the “boat” after LABS
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Corpus Christi, Texas
AEQ ARENA & BC-2000D 
DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM INSTALLATION

“KEDT-TV personnel were all very impressed with the ARENA”-
Gabriel Casco, AEQ Service Engineer

In 2004 KEDT decided to transform their
audio system into a modern digital one.
They turned to AEQ Broadcast Interna-
tional (ABI) in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
and purchased the Arena Digital Audio
System.  This router based system,
known then as the BC-2000D, was part

of a larger, overall upgrade project undertaken at KEDT.  But be-
fore the installation phase of the project got started, KEDT unfor-
tunately experienced some unavoidable set-backs , thus
delaying the project.

In 2008,
KEDT’s proj-
ect again got
underway, at
which time
they con-
tacted ABI in
Fort Laud-
erdale to re-
quest
technical as-
sistance.  By
then, the BC-2000D had undergone significant enhancements.
So AEQ offered to exchange the system KDET had originally pur-
chased for the new and improved Arena Digital Audio System so
as to take full advantage of the system´s full array of features.

The Chief Engineer at KEDT, Mr. Cody Blount, supplied ABI their
required configuration, including inputs, outputs, and routing
schema.  ABI’s Service Engineer, Mr. Gabriel Casco, quickly set
about configuring KEDT’s new system on-board ABI in Fort
Lauderdale.  ABI consulted with Mr. Jose Luis Serrano at AEQ’s
headquarters in Madrid, Spain to optimize the configuration ac-
cording to parameters given by the customer. 

The newly configured Arena Digital Audio System was then
shipped to KEDT in Corpus Christi.  Upon it’s arrival, Mr. Casco
visited the station in person to assist personnel there with con-
figuration and operational details.  During his visit, he also pro-
vided on-site training sessions on the configuration and
operation of the system with Mr. Blount as well as operators
and technicians at KEDT.

Mr. Casco commented that the experience was “a very positive
one”.  He added, “They were all very impressed with the
ARENA.” The Arena Digital Audio System  is now an integral part
of the control room and is being used to manage the audio for
the station’s various shows and productions. 

KEDT-TV, and its FM radio affiliates KEDT (90.3) and KVRT
(90.7), are public broadcasters located in Corpus Christi, Texas,
and are owned/operated by South Texas Public Broadcasting
System Inc. (www.kedt.org).

CCBE 
Barrie, Ontario, 

Canada - September

NAB Radio Show
Austin, Texas - September

John, Santiago, and Gabriel
at the AEQ booth

Mr. Chriss Scherer 
(Editor In Chief, Radio
Magazine) & Mr. Steven
Bell (Dir. Sales, Radio
Magazine)

Mr. Bob Cauthen (President, SCMS)
& Mr. Doug Tharp (SCMS)

Mr. Trevor Joice (Applied
Electronics) & Mr. Wally
Lenox (Astral  Media)

Central Canadian
Broadcast Engineers
Annual Gala Dinner

Mr. David Rehr, President and
CEO of the National Association
Of Broadcasters

AEQ Broadcast International Inc.

Telephone:  (954) 581-7999
Fax:    (954) 581-7999
www.aeqbroadcast.com        
E-mail:  sales@aeqbroadcast.com



Radio Agricultura has been on the air for the past 71 years, and
has become a broadcast leader in Chile. For more than ten years,
Radio Agricultura has been a satisfied and loyal customer to AEQ,
using our consoles and multi-conferencing systems. 

Radio Agricultura has reaffirmed its trust in AEQ by outfitting their
new studio in Santiago with an ARENA Digital Audio Console and
the SYSTEL 6000 system to centrally manage communications
associated with its radio programs. In addition, AEQ supplied Radio
Agricultura with sixteen of our PAW 120 reporter units.

The installation and
commissioning of
the complete sys-
tem was carried out
by  Radio Agricul-
tura’s technical
team , lead by Luis
Langlois and Mar-
cos Reyes.  They
can be seen in the photo on either side of Eduardo Villanueva,
AEQ’s Latin American Sales Manager.

THE BRAZILIAN
COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, RBS,
INSTALLS ARENA CONSOLES FOR
RADIO AND TELEVISION
Radio Gaucha, part of the RBS communications group, has pur-
chased an ARENA Digital Audio Console for use at its main studios.

Additionally, RBS’ TV Florianopolis selected AEQ ARENA to equip
two broadcast and production control rooms in its television studios. 

The project was managed by LINE-UP, AEQ’s technical team in
Brazil, and led by engineer Nilson Fujisawa.

VENEZUELAN TV NETWORK
ACQUIRES 30 COMPLETE STUDIO
EQUIPMENT SUITES 
Each station is now equipped with AEQ’s BRAVO audio console,
the Mar4 Win Automation Software, and other ancillary equip-
ment. Through this acquisition, the Venezuelan government now
provides radio service to remote populations that previously did
not have sufficient coverage.

The equipment ensembles were factory shipped as pre-installed,
pre-wired kits making for easy deployment.  The kits included as-
sociated studio furniture. AEQ personnel will instruct the installers
and trainers, and local maintenance service is offered through Her-
casa, AEQ’s distributor in Venezuela.

Each town will have a studio installed which can operate in a con-
trol / studio or self-monitoring configuration.  Each studio will con-
sist of a console, audio distribution unit, monitor, dual CD readers,
mini-disc, four microphones / headsets, two automation stations,
studio furniture, and ancillary items.

The ensembles also include recording and cueing equipment for
covering remote events.

ECUADOR’S NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO
UPDATES ITS TECHNICAL PRODUCTION
AND COMMUNICATIONS RESOURCES
WITH AEQ SYSTEMS
The Andean broadcaster has modernized its stations
in Quito, Guayaquil, and Cuenca with equipment
ensembles based on the ARENA Digital Audio
Console and the Mar4 Win Automation System

In each of the three cities, a pre-wired
ON-AIR / PRODUCTION Master Studio
is installed for two booths, with a total of
14 microphones, 28 analog, and 8
stereo digital lines.  In addition, a PRO-
DUCTION studio is outfitted with a sim-
ilar console for a broadcasting suite
having a total of 6 microphones, 16 ana-
log, and 4 digital stereo line inputs.

Equipment for the GEN-
ERAL MASTER controls in
each city is comprised of
TH 02 EX digital hybrids,
a Phoenix Mobile audio
codec, a Listener 8 multi-

band multi-receiver, and a DA 26 audio distribution amplifier.

Computing equipment purchased includes a 2-terabyte HP Pro-
liant server with a dedicated booth at each center to store audio.
Also included are a continuity recording and audio distribution
server, two ON-AIR / Production stations, and a management /
editing station capable of scheduling and managing the station’s
commercial traffic.

Also supplied were diverse mobile unit
equipment items such as: Phoenix Mo-
bile audio codecs, ISDN Swing audio
codecs, PAW 120 solid state digital
recorders, and ARROW mobile radio link
sets.

This acquisition by Radio Pública de
Ecuador provides them with the latest
in digital audio technology for their pro-
gram production resources. The proj-
ect was managed by AEQ’s
distributor, Ecuatronix.  Ecuatronix
offers installation and mainte-
nance services.  Their technicians,
along with the customer's technical staff,
have received AEQ product training.
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RADIO AGRICULTURA AGAIN
SELECTS AEQ EQUIPMENT FOR ITS
NEW STUDIOS 
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The Egyptian Radio and Television Union (ERTU) recently selected
the AEQ ARENA Digital Audio Mixer to outfit their six new studios
located at various facilities.

Along with the consoles, AEQ delivered complete equipment suites
for outfitting their six digital radio studios.  Equipment included: sig-
naling boxes for the broadcasting sets, studio and control lights,
Genelec speakers, talk-back microphones, TH 02 EX digital hybrids,
computing and communications equipment such as IP switches
and PCs for configuration, as well as one UPS per studio. AEQ also
furnished interconnection drawings and standard pre-fabricated
wiring kits to simplify and expedite the installation process.

During the period July 26 to August 3, 2008, a delegation of ERTU
engineers comprised of Mona Mahmoud El Ghamry, Samia
Mostaza, and Sanaa Mahmoud Hamdy, visited AEQ for equipment
verification and product training.

During the training process, their consoles were configured in ac-
cordance with the customer’s requirements - some for use in pro-
duction studios and others as ON-AIR mixers.

AEQ INSTALLS SYSTEMS AT RNA, THE ANGOLAN NATIONAL RADIO
This ambitious turnkey project included 24 digital consoles and a 512 x 512 audio channel BC 2000 D matrix 

The majority of the installation is being completed in Luanda, Angola's
capital.  The remainder of the installations are being carried out at regional
centers and local facilities located throughout the rest of the country.

During this project, AEQ performed initial consultation to define the
systems goals and requirements.  A team of AEQ engineers traveled
to Angola to analyze RNA’s needs:  engineering effort, installation de-
tails, and configuration of the equipment to be provided. This neces-
sitated several of AEQ’s top professionals to reside in-country for the
duration of the project. Their work includes training local technical
and operations personnel, as well as supervising their participation in
the actual installation work. 

AEQ installed 24, BC 2000 D systems, each with updated function-
ality of the ARENA Digital Audio Consoles. 

At the Technical Program Center (TPC), a matrix consisting two BC
2000 D units, was installed for intercom and multiplexing.  It handles
routing of some 800 x 800 analog and digital audio channels. The
AEQ team also developed and implemented several matrix views,
macros, and salvos to facilitate ease of use by the RNA staff, as well
as various alarms to alert operators to modulation output errors.

At press time, work continues on the installation of this powerful com-
puterized broadcasting and editing system comprised of hundreds
of equipment items.

EGYPT’S NATIONAL RADIO AND TELEVISION GROUP, ERTU, 
CERTIFIES THEIR AEQ EQUIPMENT FOR ITS NEW FACILITIES
ERTU INSTALLS SIX COMPLETE NEW STUDIOS, ALL OF WHICH ARE BASED UPON AEQ’s ARENA DIGITAL
AUDIO MIXER TECHNOLOGY

OTHER DELIVERIES TO AFRICA

20 new Eagle audio codecs to SABC, South Africa
250 new PAW 120 digital recorders to ANGOP (Angola’s offi-
cial news agency)
6 new Eagle audio codecs to Telecom in Mozambique for
their quality audio service 
3 new TLE 02 D portable audio codecs to RTCV Radio Tele-
visão Cabo Verde
1 new Bravo console to Rádio Eclésia, in Angola.
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AEQ AT THE 2008 BEIJING

OLYMPICS

EBU’s Switching Center in Beijing includes AEQ’s Impact, Course, and
BC 2000 D equipment.  RNE’s engineer Javier Ferreras is operating
the equipment.

It is well known in the broadcast industry that AEQ has been, and
continues to be, a key player at the world’s Olympic Games.  Once
again, AEQ played a significant role as the supplier of commentator
audio equipment to this year’s Olympic Games.  Since the Nagano
Games in 1998, commentators at the various competitive venues
have used AEQ’s DCS 10 Digital Commentator consoles, giving
them the ability to  accommodate three reporters plus a guest.

Since the Sidney Games in 2000, AEQ’s Ranger Multiplexers were
used to broadcast program and coordination information (and the
returns) to the International Broadcasting Center.

The International Broadcasting Center’s Commentary Switching
Center is where all circuits from the multiple venues are received
and supervised.  A wide assortment of AEQ products are em-
ployed during these events.  They included: circuit distribution
frames, patch panels, audio distribution amplifiers, intercoms, line
identifiers, monitors, audio quality monitors, just to mention a few.

Some of the Olympic broadcasters who used AEQ equipment
were: TV AZTECA and TELEVISA (Mexico); Radio Caracol (Colom-
bia); ENTV (Algeria); RTRRA (Russia), ROR (Romania), SABC (South
Africa), RTVE (Spain), France 2; Globo (Brazil) and NHK (Japan).

17 ALFACAM OB Vans were used at the multiple venues and the
Olympic Stadium to  produce HD video had AEQ equipment in-
stalled as part of their equipment suites.

The most frequently used equipment items were: DA-26, EAGLE,
SWING, MPAC-02, Mar4 Win, TLE 02, Ranger, and the ACD 5001.

Special mention goes out to the European Broadcasting Union, EBU
(EUROVISION), the primary broadcasters association.  For many
years the EBU has used AEQ’s Impact Digital Switching Center and
Course Codecs to deliver audio from the Games to Europe.

For the Beijing Games, AEQ updated EBU’s switching capability
with the BC 2000 D Router Matrix, and for transport our new mul-
tiplexing modules were integrated into the BC 2000 D Router. So
at Beijing 2008, the EBU christened the new AEQ BC 2000 D.

ADDOUNIA TV SELECTS AEQ’s
ARENA DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLES
FOR THEIR STUDIOS IN DAMASCUS 
AEQ installed three ARENA Digital Audio Consoles at ADDOUNIA’s
TV facilities. The ARENAs will provide service to the station’s new
studios as well as its new mobile unit.

ADDOUNIA TV is
Syria’s largest pri-
vately owned tele-
vision channel,
with satellite cover-
age of the Middle
East, part of Asia,
and North Africa.

The first phase of
the project in-
volved the installa-
tion, configuration,

and commissioning of AEQ’s ARENA Digital Mixer in the Studio 1
control room - a 600 square meter facility used to produce the
broadcaster’s Talk Show and news programs. The customer’s Stu-
dio 2 was outfitted with the same compliment of AEQ equipment.

The second phase of the project involved the installing an ARENA
Digital Audio Mixer in a fully equipped OB van with six cameras for
digital television.

B.A.G. FILMS INDIA AND VOICE OF
INDIA TELEVISION PLACE THEIR
TRUST IN AEQ’s SYSTEL 6000
FOR CENTRALIZED COMMUNICATIONS MANAGE-
MENT IN THE NEW DELHI STUDIOS USED BY
BOTH TV BROADCASTERS

B.A.G. Films & Media Ltd. is a business group with investments in radio,
television and film making, and who enjoys extensive influence
throughout India.

Mr. Suraj Pal’s technical team selected the SYSTEL 6000 for telephone
communications in the four studios located in the New Delhi Media
City facilities.  Specifically, they will be used for News-24 (a 24-hour-a-
day news channel).

The Voice of India TV is part of Traven Media Ltd, an Indian audiovisual
group. Under its VOI TV brand, it produces seven channels which are
broadcast from New Delhi.

VOI TV’s Technical Director, Mr. Deepak Tiwari, and Producer, Mr. Amit
Kulshrestha, supervised and led their technical team to define a large
scale system with hot line assignment to studios.

Under AEQ’s supervision, installation and commissioning was accom-
plished by the customer’s technical teams, and was coordinated with
engineers Mr. Baidyanath Rana and Mr. Praveen Rana of Falcon Tech-
nologies, AEQ’s distributor in India.
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KMFM RADIO SELECTS AEQ ARENA FOR
ALL OF ITS UK STUDIOS
All of KMFM’s studios are interconnected by
means of AEQ’s BC 2000 D Digital Matrixes.

After their market analysis, KMFM Radio decided to place its trust

in AEQ’s digital console and matrix technology for all of their stu-

dios in the United Kingdom. The final decision was made after a

visit by KM Radio's top brass to AEQ’s installation at the ETIB fa-

cilities in Bilbao.  There they saw firsthand the normal operation

of the equipment, and how perfectly AEQ’s consoles and matrixes

were integrated, resulting in a complete system.

KMFM’s central studios are in Canterbury and Medway.  There

they produce programming for various regionalized broadcasts,

including general content, music, and news bulletins.

For its facilities in Canter-

bury, KM Radio purchased a

15-fader AEQ ARENA for a

new ON-AIR studio.  They

also bought and imple-

mented a BC 2000 D Digi-

tal Matrix to interconnect

their various studios which

were already installed and in

operation.

Most of the project is cen-

tered in Medway, where KM

Radio has three 5-fader AEQ

ARENA Digital Consoles for

their news studios, and a

15-fader AEQ ARENA for

production use. All of the

consoles are interconnected

through multi-channel MADI

fiber optic links to the heart

of the operation, an AEQ BC 2000 D Digital Matrix.

This major project, along with installations previously completed

for Globecast UK and Liberty Radio, have enabled AEQ to inte-

grate and showcase our ARENA and BC 2000 D in Britain's de-

manding, competitive market.

AEQ COMPLETES PHASE I OF RUSSIA’S NA-
TIONAL RADIO DIGITALIZATION PROJECT

Russia’s National Radio selected AEQ’s ARENA
Digital Mixer for its BECTN 97.6 FM station

AEQ has finished installing an ARENA Digital Mixer at one of Rus-
sia’s Nation Radio several stations in Moscow.

The installation of this fifth system finalizes the phase one of the
digitalization of its studios, and provides service to the BECTN 97.6
FM channel.

The AEQ equipment configuration consists of a 25-fader control
surface, and an associated central frame which houses the digital
I/O, analog audio I/O, and DSP audio processing modules, as well
as boasts a 300 watt redundant power supply.

Of the system’s 25 faders, 15 are used in normal operation, leav-
ing 10 in reserve for other uses. The AEQ ARENA Digital Mixer
also includes up to nine independent virtual pages on the same
control surface, enabling operators to simultaneously manage up
to 235 audio channels in the future.

All of the system’s elements were designed to offer the highest
audio quality while working under an intense 24 X 7 X 365 oper-
ational environment.

On-site project coordination was by AEQ's Russian distributor, QUAL-
ITRON, who were supported by technical personnel from AEQ’s
head office during the commissioning and configuration phase.

European News Briefs

Tele Ippica, an Italian horse racing channel, acquired an ARENA Digital Console to equip five dubbing workstations for production of audio
in multiple languages for its foreign broadcasts.

The Belgian firm Alfacam, world leader in OB Vans for television production and broadcasting, uses the EAGLE codec in its OB Vans for HDTV.

Romanian television acquired an AEQ Course Multi-Codec and 4 Swing portable codecs to carry out remote broadcasts.

RTV of Slovenia expanded its compliment of AEQ PAW 120 Digital Recorders by acquiring 96 new units. Estonia’s National Radio pur-
chased 20 additional PAW 120 units.

The first European countries to use Phoenix Mobile for live broadcasts were Slovenia, Poland, and Russia.

AEQ’s UK wholesaler, HHB, sold 14 AEQ Swing Portable Codecs to a major British broadcaster.



On May 30, 2008, coincident with the celebration of the founding
of the Canary Islands Autonomous Community, CANARIAS RADIO
was inaugurated at precisely 12:00 noon. This was the first phase
of the commissioning of two main program production centers in
the region.  This new autonomous community radio broadcaster
utilizes 23 transmitting sites distributed around the archipelago.

The Gran Canaria broadcast center consists of two studios (control
room-broadcast), a self-monitoring system, and an unattended
central control facility. 

All of the studios, including the booths, are equipped with ARENA
Digital Audio Mixers, and are interconnected via the BC 2000 D

Router matrix. The two control centers were configured for simultaneous
access to the two studios, or just to one by simply pressing a button.

All the systems input / output devices are housed in the equip-
ment room of the central control facility next to the BC 2000 D
Router matrix. Outside communications are handled by the Systel
6000 system. Access to this system is by means of the Systelset”
audio and intercom interfaces and touch terminals. Additionally, a
production workstation was installed in the main control facility.

An important and integral element of the installation is AEQ’s new
Mar4 Suite Pro Automation System – the most recent version of
the original Mar4 Win system.

The Canarias Radio Mar4 Suite Pro system is considered as a ref-
erence installation; it has three servers, five broadcasting worksta-
tions in the studios, and six editing workstations. It utilizes all of the
typical Mar4 Suite Pro applications, such as: news reception, text
editing with embedded audio, audio editing and fragmenting, con-
tinuity recording for legal copies and, of course, the broadcasting
and automation applications.

The equipment room, or central control room, has four 42 RU racks
which house all of the previously mentioned electronic system el-
ements, plus the three Mar4 Suite Pro servers, three ISDN EAGLE
and COURSE with four audio codecs, the AEQ LISTENER multi-band
multi-receiver, and a patch panel for digital and analog signals.

Worthy of special mention is the fact that the May 30th inaugural
broadcast was launched without preliminary testing due to the
narrow installation time allotted. The station’s technical manage-
ment staff saw and heard first hand that AEQ equipment provides
total reliability: not a single ON-AIR anomaly occurred.

EUROPESPAIN AND PORTUGAL

INAUGURATION OF CANARY ISLAND’S AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITY RADIO.  EQUIPPED
WITH AEQ’s LATEST DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND INSTALLED BY AEQ ENGINEERS

Despite the rigorous deployment schedule and without prior testing, the inaugural bro-
adcast started on time and without incident – all to the customer’s complete satisfaction.

Cataluña

Many local Catalan stations use the Mar4 Win automation
system. Some, such as "LA CALA RADIO" in L'Ametlla de
Mar (Tarragona) and "RADIO ONA" in Torelló (Barcelona)
have made the migration to the third generation Mar4
Suite PRO.

AEQ’s ON-AIR consoles are also frequently found at local
Catalan stations. Radio Amposta and Radio Delta have just
installed these consoles.

COM Radio recently installed the ARENA Digital Audio
Console, replacing the BC 2000 D console commissioned
in 2004. COM Radio also employs other AEQ equipment
critical to their operations: the BC 2000 D switching matrix,
codecs, and the Systel 6000 multi-conference system.

The Rest of Spain

AEQ modernized Punto Radio’s facilities in the Au-
tonomous Community of La Rioja. An AEQ ARENA Digital
Audio Console was installed at the Logroño studios, as
well as a control / studio setup and a production booth
in the Calahorra station.

Madrid’s Universidad Rey Juan Carlos (URJC) recently
awarded AEQ the tender to supply and install radio training
studios at the Vicálvaro campus using AEQ’s BC 500 mix-
ers and the Mar4 Suite PRO automation system. This
award brings the university's training studios to a total of
four.
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ESPAÑA Y PORTUGALESPAÑA Y PORTUGAEUROPAESPAÑA Y PORTUGAL

The TSF Radio Journal station purchased a new ARENA Digital Audio Console
for its production center in the Azores.

Portuguese television broadcaster TV1 Televisão Independente installed a new
Systel 6000 system for their new cable channel. 

RTP (Radio Televisión de Portugal) installed a Systel 6000 Communications
System for its Oporto production center. 

The MCR (Media Capital Rádio) communications group increased its installed
base of ARENA Digital Consoles with a new unit for Rádio Comercial and yet
another for Romântica FM.

Media Capital Radio is installing the first phase of its new audio routing system,
based upon AEQ’s BC 2000 D Router Matrix, at its Lisbon production center.
It also acquired a new Arena Digital Audio Console for its Radio Cidade.

FRANCISCO DE VITORIA
UNIVERSITY SELECTS AEQ
FOR THE COMPLETE
INSTALLATION OF ITS NEW
RADIO STUDIOS 
SIX NEW TRAINING STUDIOS ARE OUT-
FITTED USING ONLY AEQ TECHNOLOGY

The Universidad Francisco de Vitoria is part of an inter-
national university system which  includes institutions
of higher education in North America, Europe, and
South America.

AEQ installed six new radio studios for hands-on train-
ing of information technologies. Some of the studios in-
stalled will be used to create real programming for
Onda Universitaria’s local broadcast station, which is
built around a 250-watt FM transmitter.

Four of the stations now have BC 2500 Analog Audio
Consoles, and the two remaining stations use the
ARENA Digital Audio Console. All six studios have a
dedicated workstation for the Mar4 Suite Pro Automa-
tion System.

The installation also included AEQ supplied studio fur-
niture, wiring kits, and a variety of CD, MD, solid state
memory readers, microphones, speakers, headphones
– all of which will be used to operate in both control
room-studio configuration as well as in the self-moni-
toring format, the latter being the most commonly used
on the Ronda Universitaria frequency. 

The AEQ provided Mar4 Suite Pro Automation System
has six networked workstations, each equipped with
one or two transmitting / recording boards, and two
dedicated central servers.  One server will perform
mass storage of audio files accessed by the application,
and a recapitalized Mar4 Win server will be used for
maintaining legal copies and format conversion.

AEQ IMPLEMENTS TURNKEY
INSTALLATION AT THE GRUPO
RENASCENÇA RADIO STUDIOS
IN OPORTO
In the Portuguese town of Gaya, on the opposite bank of the
Duero River, AEQ installed a main studio with a broadcasting
set, along with two self-operated and two reporter’s booths for
the RR and RFM networks. A central control facility with a dis-
tributed digital matrix was also installed.

The main studio is based on the ARENA Digital Audio Console, and includes a Systel
6000 Multi-Conferencing System terminal, software control for the digital matrix, Gen-
elec monitoring, centralized clock system terminal,
equipment racks, and wiring. The customer will re-use
their Mar4 Win Automation terminal which is currently
in service. The ARENA Digital Audio control surface in
the studio will enable operators to work in the self-
monitoring format.

The two auxiliary studios are similar in configuration, al-
beit with no physical separation between the studio
and the control facility.  Programs which are less com-
plex can be carried out by the announcers them-
selves, who can operate the console. The previously
installed Automation terminals will be re-used.

The reporter’s booths are based on the Lawo Z4
console, which incorporates, among other technical
elements, a Systel 6000 Multi-Conferencing System
terminal, Genelec monitoring, equipment racks, and wiring kits. They also have Au-
tomation terminals.

The Central Control facility is built around a BC 2000 D Digital Matrix distributed in
two cores and linked by MADI; one adjacent to the studios and the other in the link
room, whose location is on the roof of a neighboring hotel some 250 meters away.
It also includes an ARENA Digital Console configured as a multiplexing table, as well
as a 16-channel Systel 6000 Multi-Conferencing System, a matrix supervisory ter-
minal, monitoring, precision VU-meters, a Listener 8 multi-band multi-receiver, cen-
tralized clocking with GPS synchronization, equipment racks, patch panels, and wiring
kits. The Mar4 Win Automation system servers, already in service, were re-installed.

Portugal News Briefs



The construction of AEQ’s new 5,000 square meter (53,820
square feet) facility got underway in January 2008.  It is expected
to be commissioned by mid-2009.

The company began using its current facility in 1985 when its staff
numbered 25 people. Since then, our staff has grown to our current
level of 84, and soon that number will rise to 100.  With the com-
pany’s focus on market goals, our Fabrication staffing has remained
constant while the number of Research and Development (R&D) per-
sonnel has grown five-fold in recent years.  We have also established
very effective and mutually beneficial links with universities and other
firms.  At the same time, we have continued our world-wide business
activities.  We currently export 63% of our products, a percentage that
continues to grow each year.

Our new building will facilitate future growth and help us to meet
some very special requirements.

The new building is situated next to the M-40 beltway, only 15
minutes from downtown Madrid and Barajas international airport.
Ample parking space and accessibility to shipping and transporta-
tion resources are in marked contrast with the landscaped setting
and scenic views of the Leganés Science and Technology Park
and the Carlos III university campus.  The new location is en-
dowed with several walking and bicycling paths.

The building’s design embodies the principles of ecological sustain-
ability: it not only produces, but uses its own photovoltaic energy,
fully uses rain water gathered from the roof, recycles liquid and solid
wastes, and employs energy saving techniques in its operation.

The building’s human-friendly interior offers AEQ’s employees and
visitors (customers, students, associates) an inviting, natural, relax-
ing environment that can be fully appreciated from inside the

courtyard and from the
panoramic elevator. Its unique
design provides its occupants
with soft natural light from the
spacious office area behind its
north face, while the south
face is protected by a gener-
ous marquee and the photo-
voltaic installation. Our new
facility also affords easy ac-
cess to the handicapped.

The building’s design places special emphasis on the R&D and
sales areas, providing abundant space for training, meetings, pre-
sentations, prototype testing, and demonstrating products and sys-
tems. It also more representative of AEQ’s headquarters – one
which contributes to a corporate image commensurate with AEQ’s
professionalism, quality products, and services.

AEQ IS BUILDING ITS NEW COMPLEX AT THE LEGANÉS SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY PARK IN
LEGANÉS, MADRID, SPAIN “Leganés Tecnológico”, on Margarita Salas street, 24




